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introduction

   In the southeast sector of the circum-Pacific orogenic belt, late Cenozoic

volcanism has taken place at several regions along the Andes to Antarctandes

through the subantarc islands of the Scotia arc, as shown in Fig. 1. Various

types of volcanoes such as strato-volcanoes, shield-volcanoes, lava domes,

pyroclastic cones, calderas, pyroclastic plateau, and lava plateaux, are found in

this area. Their total number probably exceeds 450, and about one sixth of

them still retain their activity. The rocks of this area are generally regarded to

comprise basalt, andesite, dacite, and rhyolite. Alkali basalt and its derivatives

are also present on the continental side. There is a systematic variation of rock

types across the orogenic belt, as has been noticed by KuNo (1966). However,

the most important variation of the nature of volcanism and rock types are

remarked longitudinally along the orogenic belt as a whole. This short note

deals with a brief description of the late Cenozoic volcanism and the

petrographic provinces in this area on the basis of published data including

about 240 major element chemical analyses of rocks.

Late Cenozoic Volcanism in the Andes, Scotia arc, and Antarctica

   The Pacific margin of the South American continent is rimmed by double

mountain arcs: the coastal range and the Andes mountains which are separated

by a narrow longitudinal depression (central valley). Volcanism in the Pliocene

to Quaternary occurs only along the Andes. This situatioii, together with the

existence of a deep-sea trench and active seismicity whose epicentral plane dips

under the continent, indicates that the Andes are a similar tectonic feature to

the double island arcs of the circum-Pacific belt, e.g. the Japanese Islands

(MiNATo and others ed., 1965). The Andean volcanic zone is divided into three

ma.jor regions: the northem, central, and southern Andes, which are separated
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 regions where neither volcanoes nor longitudinal depression can be

(CAsERTANQ, 1963; KATsui and GoNzALEz, 1968;PEREz and AGuiRRE,
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Distribution of volcanoes and available

arc-Antarctica. Peacock's alkali-lime indices

Northern Andes. HANTKE
JENKs'and GoLDIcH (1956), AHLFELD and
GuEsT (1968, 1969), KATsul '
Andes. QuENsEL (1912), LARssoN (1940),
(i962), CAsERTANo(1963), KLERKx (1965),
TyRRELL(1932), QuARTiNo(1957).
and
others (1969), KATsul and GoNzALEz(in press)
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                              chemical analyses of rocks in the Andes-Scotia
                                 are shown in parentheses. Source of data:
                    and PARoDI(1966), PIcHLER and ZEIL(1969). Central Andes.
                                     Y                                 BRANIsA(1960), ZEIL and PIcHLER(1967),
                      and GoNZALES (1968), PIcHLER and ZEIL (1969). South'ern
                                                  '                                 KITTLE (1944), GoNzALEz andVERGARA
                                    KATsul and KATz (1967). Patagonia.
                          South Sandwich ]lslands.TyRRELL(1931, 1945).GAss
   others (1963), BAKER(i968). South Shetland Ilslands. HAwl<Es (196la, b),BAI<ER and

                                   . Other Antarctic regions. FENNER(1938),
STEWART (1956), BERINGHAusEN and NEuMANN VAN PADANG(1960), DouMANi (1964),
FoRBEs and KuNo(1965).
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   The northern Andes comprise about 40 strato-volcanoes, some of which are

still active, e.g. Purace, Reventador, and Cotopaxi. They are composed of

andesite, dacite and rhyolite which appear to belong to a calc-alkalic series,

while on the continental side of the volcanic belt, volcanoes consisting of

alkalic rocks are rarely found. Sumaco, an active strato-volcano, is an example

which consists of tephrite (HANTKE and PARoDJ, 1966).

   In the central Andes, thick rhyolitic ignimbrite sheets of Upper Miocene to

Lower Pleistocene age form a high extensive plateau (`altiplano') up to about

4,500 m above sea level. These ignimbrites cover uplifted Mesozoic rocks,

extending over an area of more than 15 × 10` km2,and their total thickness
reaches 800 - 1,OOOm in some places (JENKs and GoLDicH, 1956;
HoLLiNGwoRTH, 1964; ZEiLand PicHLER,1967; KATsui and GoNzALEz, 1968;

GuEsT, 1969). This is probably the largest Cenozoic ignimbrite mass in the

world. About 260 Quaternary volcanic cones and lava domes project above the

`altiplano'. Most of the higher volcanoes in the world are concentrated in the

central Andes, actually more than 30 volcanoes exceeding 6,OOO m in elevation.

However, each volcanic edifice is itself less than 2,OOO - 2,500m in true

height. Nevados Ojos del Salado .(6,885 m above sea level), for example, is the

highest volcano in the world. The relief from the ignimbrite base does not

exceed 2,OOO m. Some of the volcanoes in the central Andes still retain,

fumarolic activity, but quite few eruptions have been recorded in historic

times. These volcanoes are commonly composed of calc-alkali andesite or

latite-andesite and rhyodacite, but no basalt has been found (KATsui and

    'GoNzALEz, l968;PicHLER and ZEiL, 1969).

   The southern Andean region comprises many strato-volcanoes, lava domes

and small lava plateaux, about 60 in number, of these more than 20 volcanoes

are still active and frequent eruptions have been recorded in historic times

(CAsERTANo,1963). The most striking feature in this region is abundant

occurrence of high-alumina basalt associated with andesite of the calc-alkali

series, while rhyolite is rarely found (LARssoN, 1940; KATsui and KATz, 1967;

KATsui and GoNzALEz, 1968). Tholeiitic basalt, however, does not occur in

this region, although KuNo (1966, p. 16) supposed that most of the southern

Andean rocks are of a tholeiitic derivation. On the continental side of the

southern Andes, shield volcanoes cinder cones and lava plateaux are present.

They appear to have already ceased their activity. These Patagonian volcanoes

are mostly composed of alkali olivine-basalt (TyRRELL, 1932; QuARTiNo,

l957).

   The Andean folding can be traced from the Cape Horn through the Scotia

arc to the Antarctic Peninsula. This connection, the South Sandwich Islands,

forms an intra-oceanic single island arc with a deep-sea trench on its convex



side. This arc was probably formed by the bending and fragmentation of

narrow Mesozoic belts which lagged behind as the continents drifted
westwards, as has been discussed by HAMiLToN (1966) and others. The South

Sandwich Islands are made up of a dozen of strato-volcanoes of recent origin

(BAKER, 1968). Volcanism and seismicity are very active in these islands, and a

recent submarine eruption has also been reported (GAss and others, 1963). The

rocks consist of abundant tholeiitic basalt, andesite and a minor dacite, all of

which are characteristically poor in alkalis, especially in potash (BAKER, 1968).

   The South Shetland Islands, lying off the Antarctic Peninsula, contain

several composite strato-volcanoes including Deception Island which recently

erupted along the ring fractures of caldera (VALENzuELA and others, 1968;

BAKER and others, 1969). These volcanic islands are composed of olivine-basalt

and andesite, all of which are rich in soda, but their mineralogy is similar to

that of high-alumina basalt and its derivatives (HAwKEs, l961 a and b; KATsul

         t-and GoNz'ALEz, m press). Towards the south, there is Jenny Island which also

consists of basalt and andesite (GouRDoN, 1914). On the concave side of the

Antarctic Peninsula, James Ross Island and other islands of Recent volcanic

origin are scattered along the Weddell Sea coast (DAviEs, 1956). One of them,

Christensen Nunatak, is composed of trachybasalt (BERNiNGHAusEN and

NEUMANN vANPADANG, 1960).
   Many high strato-volcanoes project through the ice of Marie Byrd Land in

the interior of west Antarctica. Some of them built calderas at the eruption

center. Other strato-volcanoes, cinder cones and lava fiows are scattered along

the edge of the east Antarctica: in the moLmtains of Victoria Land, the Ross

Sea area, and the Transantarctic Mountains (STEwART, 1956; HAMILToN and

BouNDETTE, 1962; DouMANI, l964; NicHoLs, 1970). These volcanoes are
formed on the continental rocks of older orogenic belt. Mt. Erebus of Ross

Island alone,has several records of eruption during 1841 - l947, although

other several volcanoes of Marie Byrd Land, Victoria Land, and Ross Sea, still

appear to retain their activity (BERNINGHAuSEN and NEuMANN vAN PADANG,

1960; NicHoLs, 1970). Mt. Erebus and other volcanoes of Ross Island consist of

alkali olivine-basalts, trachyte, kenyte, and phonolite. Mt. Early, the world's

southernmost volcano, is composed of olivine-basalt (DouMANi, l964). The

lavas vary considerably in coinposition throughout this region, forming a large'

alkalic province, in which alkali basalt, trachyte, tephrite, and phonolite are
;

representative rocks. Olivine fourchite has also been reported from Volcano

116 in northwestem Marie Byrd Land (FENNER, 1938). Ultramafic inclusions

are frequently found throughout this region (DouMANi, l964; FoRBEs and
KuNo, 1965). Towards the interior of the east Antarctic shield, no volcano has

been found except Mt. Gauss, a dissected volcanic neck composed of
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leucite-basalt which belongs to an extremely potassic suite (RmNiscH, 1906).

Chemistry of volcanic rocks

   About 240 major-element chemical analyses now available are shown in

Fig. 1, in which they are represented by histograms versus silica content for

each region. In order to find the nature of rocks in each respective region,

Peacock's alkali-lime index is calculated and is shown in the same figure. The

index for the South Sandwich Islands is 66, i.e. most calcic. This extremely

calcic value is comparable to that for the Quaternary volcanic rocks of
Izu-Mariana Islands and Pacific side of northern Japan, where low-alkali

tholeiite predominates (MiNATo and others ed., 1965). The values for the

Andes and Antarctandes are around 57 - 58 while the alkalic rocks on the
                                       )
continental side have indices less than 50.
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   Three rock suites as classified above, are also well represented in variation

diagrams for total alkali plotted against silica (Fig. 2). The rocks of the South

Sandwich Islands are generally poor in alkalis, as has already been demon-

strated by BAKER(l968). The Andean and Antarctandean rocks are moderate,

whereas plots of alkalic rocks of the continental side fall in the higher field.

The boundaries between the three rock suites coincide closely with those

between tholeiite, high-alumina basalt, and alkali rock series and their

respective derivatives for Japanese and other volcanic rocks (KuNo, 1966). This

relationship suggests that the three rock suites have been derived from the

respective parental basaltic magmas.

   In reviewing the circum-Pacific belt, a certain relationship seems to exist

between occurrence of a particular rock suite and a geotectonic feature (Table

1). In the intra-oceanic, single island arcs, where both volcanism and seismicity

are very active, the eruption of low-alkali tholeiite is characteristic, as

exemplified in South Sandwich Islands and other areas. A complete zonal

Table 1: Mode of occurrence of three basalt magma types
           in the circum-Pacific belt.

Tholeiite High--aluminabasalt Alkaliolivine--
(low-potassic) (withorwithout basalt

high--alk.tholeiite)

S.SandwichIslands

TongaIslands absent

MarianaIslands '

EasternJapan,. ....Kuriles......... ...Kamchatka

Z2./ WesternJapan Aleutians

absent Cascades Cent.America

Andes Antarctandes

arrangement of the three rock suites is found in eastern Japan and
Kurile-Kamchatka (KATsuJ, 1961 ; KuNo, 1966) which are typical double island

arcs with inner oceanic basin. However, in the double island arcs developed at

continental margins, low-alkali tholeiite is absent or quite scarce, and

high-alumina basalt (with or without high-alkali tholeiite) in turn accompanies

alkaline tocks on the continental side, as represented in the Andes, Ant-

arctandes and other areas. This pattern of rock associations throughout the area
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discussed here and other circum-Pacific regions is probably related to the
growth of continent. The South Sandwich Islands may represent the early stage

of development of island arc, as has been stated by BAKER (1968). Under such

active island arcs, low-alkali tholeiite magma may be generated at a shallow

depth in the upper mantle, whereas on the continental margin, more alkalic

magmas would be produced at a deeper level probably due to the descending

geotherm, as suggested by an experimental result of KusHmo (l964).
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Osborn's diagram for the rocks of Cerro Tronador and Osorno of southern Andes and

South Shetland Islands.

   lt is true that the most of the volcanic rocks erupted along the orogenic

belts are .of calc-alkali series, However, even in the orogenic belts, there are

some rock suites which should claim direct parentage from original basalt

magmas. The rocks of the South Sandwich Islands are considered to have

derived by fractional crystallization of a primary low-alkali tholeiitic magma

(BAKER, 1968). It is also suggested that the rocks of the South Shetland Islands

and some volcanoes of the southern Andes have derived by fractional
crystallization of a primary basaltic magma which is more alkalic and

high-aluminous in nature. The trend of fractionation involves mafked iron

enrichment in the middle stage of crystallization of magma (Fig. 3).

   Towards north from the southern Andes, however, the feature of volcanism

is converted into eruption of abundant intermediate-acid rocks, most of which



are of calc-alkali series (see histograms of Fig, 1). The central and ･northern

Andean rocks are mainly of this series. As shown in Fig, 4, calc-alkali rocks of
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 Triangular variation diagram for MgO - (FeO + Fe203) - (Na2O + K2O) (weight %).

the Andean rocks (open circles and crosses) dc not follow the fractionation･

course of thoieiite and high-alumina basalt magmas (solid circles) which

involves iron enrichment at the middle stage. A high oxygen partial pressure or

a high water-vapour pressure during crystallization may explain this calc-alkali

trend. Petrographic feature of the central Andean rocks, however, does not

indicate that these rocks have derived from a magma through simple process

with complete equilibrlum, but suggest that assilimation of wall rpck by magma

or partial fusion bf basement rocks have been taken place (ZEiL, 1963; KATsui

andGoNzALEz, 1968).
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   It is worthy to note here that towards the north from the southern Andes

the Andean mountain roots become thick and in the central Andes the roots
                                   '
are supposed to reach a depth of 60 - 70 km, judging from Bouguer anomaly

                           '(minus 300 - 380 rngals) (DRAGicEvic and others, l961 ; Univ. de Chile, 1963).

(Fig. 5) Accordingly, a basaltic magma ascending through such deep mountain

roots would have been more effectively su.bjected to contamination by wall

rocks.
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   In the central Andes, however, the hypothesis of a basaltic parentage may

be excluded, because actual basalt is so far unknown there, whereas a large

amount of rhyolitic ignimbrite forms an extensive plateau as mentioned above.

For this reason, an hypothesis involving a process of melting of such thickened
ctust is more plausible as an explanation for the origin of a large volume of acid

                              'calc-alkali rocks (KATsul and GoNzALEz, 1968). The same opinion based on

trace-element chemistry has been presented by SiEGERs and others (1969),

EL-HiNNAwl and others (l969) and PicHLER and ZEIL (1969). In this
connection, an alternative hypothesis that melting in the Benioff zone could

yield large volumes of acid-intermediate magma has also been proposed by

HAMiLToN (1969) on the basis of the process described by GREEN and
RiNGwooD (1966). Further studies including the structure and the thermal

state of the crust and mantle and ･isotope geochemistry are still required to

provide a definite conclusion.
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